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ORIYA.

Oriya is the language of Orissa proper, and of the surrounding country. The area

over which it is spoken is, roughly speaking, 82,000 square tniles, and the number of

people who speak it is, in round numbers, nine millions.

It is called Oriya, Odri,or TJtkali, that is to say the language of Odra or Utkala,

both of which are ancient names of the country now known
Name of th* Unguage.

as 0rissa It is sometimes incorrectly called Uriya by

Europeans, but this name is merely a misspelling of the more correct * Oriya.*

The earliest example of the language which is at present known consists of some Oyiya

words in an inscription of king Narasithha Deva II, dated 1296 A.D. An inscription of

Narasimha Deva IV, dated 1395 A.D., contains several Oriy^ sentences, which show

that the language was then fully developed, and was little different from the modern

form of speech either in spelling or in grammar.

The Orissa country is not confined to the Division which now bears that name, It

^ ^ , includes a portion of the district of Midnapore in the north,
Area in which spoken. * r

which, together with part of Balasore, was the * Orissa ' of

the phrase * Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa,' met in the regulations framed by the Govern-

ment in the last decades of the 18th century. Oriya is also the language of most of the

district of Singhbhum, belonging to the Division of Chota Nagpur, and of several

neighbouring Native 8tates which fall politically within the same division. On the

west it is the language of the greater part of the district of Sambalpur and of a

small portion of the district of Raipur in the Central Provinces, and also of the number

of Native States which lie between these districts and Orissa proper. On the south, it

is the language of the north of the Madras district of Ganjam, with its connected

Native States, and of the Jeypore Agency of Vizagapatam. It is thus spoken in three

Governments of British India, «i>., in the Lower Provinces of Bengal, in the Central

Provinces, and in the Madras Presidency,

On the east Oriya is bounded by the Bay of Bengal. On the north, its boundary,

« ,.A. . „ ^ . to the east, coincides with the Eiver Haldi, which here
Political Boundarie*. *

.

forms at the same time the northern boundary of the Contai

sub-division of Midnapore. It then turns north-west along the river Kalighai, as far as

the district of Bankura, so as to include in the Oriya-speaking area the four Midnapore

police circles of Dantan, Gopiballabhpur, Jhargaon, and B inpur.1 It next turns back

along the eastern, boundary of the Singhbhum district, leaving the side of that district

which is known as Dhalbhum in possession of Bengali. Thereafter it follows the common
boundary of Singhbhum and the Native State of Mayurbhanja as far as the State of

Sarai Kala, where it again turns north and crosses the Singhbhum district up to its

northern boundary, being stopped by the elevated plateau of Ranchi. It skirts this

plateau along the southern boundary of Ranchi district till it meets the State of Jashpur,

which it crosses so as to include the southern portion of that State in the Oriya area.

It thence turns south, along the boundary between that State and the 8tate of Udaipur,

across the States of Raigarh and Sarangarh and the districts of Sambalpur and Raipur,

1 Set the map ilkitntmg %h% meeting ground of Bengali, Ofiyl, and Bihiri, Vol. V, Ft. I, facing ». 106.
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and along the boundary between the Jeypore Agency of Visagapatam and the State of

Bastar to near Tindiki, where it turns east, across Vizagapatam and Ganjam, and joins

the sea coast near Barwa, a small port in the latter district.

Oriya is bounded on the north by Bengali and, where the political boundary runs

along the south of the Banehi Plateau, by the form of Bibari
mguit c oim ams.

8p fceu in that district. On the west it is bounded by

Chhattisgayhi, and on the south by Telugu.

Oriva is not the only vernacular spoken in the above area. It is the only .An an

^ , _. A ,t , „,,.,„ one. but over the whole tract, except the settled portions of
Ortya not the only vernacular » * *

of its area. Orissa, there are a number of tribes who know no Oriya, and

whose only form of speech is some Dravidian or Munda language. Of these, the

speakers of Kandhi are probably the most numerous.

Oriya with Bengali, Bihail, and Assamese, forms one of the four speeches which

together make up the Eastern Group of the Indo-Aryan

Place of Oriya <"« reference to languages. Its grammatical construction closely resembles
other Indo-Aryan languages. 7 ° ., T , , .. • - .

that of Bengali. It has the same weak sense of number,

and, as in Bengali, when the plural has to be signified, it must be done with the aid of

some noun of multitude. In the case of living rational beings, this noun of multitude

is the word tnane> which is said to mean literally • men.' In the case of other nouns it

is usually some word meaning « all.' In the verb, as is also the case in Bengali, the

singular of the first and second persons are only used by the uneducated, or when

respect is not intended. It has one great advantage over Bengali in the fact that, as a

rule, it is pronounced as it is spelt. There are few of those slurred consonants and

broken vowels which make Bengali so difficult to the foreigner. Each letter in each

w ord is clearly sounded, and it has been well described as ' comprehensive and poetical,

with a pleasant sounding and musical intonation, and by no means difficult to acquire

and master/ The Oriya verbal system is at once simple and complete. It has a long

array of tenses, but the whole is so logically arranged, and built on so regular a model,

that its principles are easily impressed upon the memory. It is particularly notice-

able for the very complete set of verbal nouns, present, past, and future, which take

the place of the incomplete series of infinitive and gerund which we meet in Bengali,

and for want of which that language is sometimes driven to strange straits in order to

express the simplest idea. When Bengali wishes to express the idea embodied in what in

Latin would be called the Infinitive, it has to borrow the present participle for the occa-

sion and then has to use it for all tenses, so that the word is used, in the first place, not as

a participle, and, in the second place, often not in the present tense. Oriya, on the other

hand, simply takes the appropriate Verbal Noun, and declines it in the case which the

meaning necessarily requires. As every Infinitive must be some oblique case of a

Verbal Noun, it follows that Oriya grammar does not know the so*called 'Infinitive-

mood * at all. The veriest beginner does not miss it, and instinctively makes up bis

* Infinitive
9 or his ' Gerund ' as he requires it. In this respect Oriya is in an older stage

of grammatical: development than even Classical Sanskrit, and,among Indo-Aryan Langua-

ges, can only be compared with the ancient Sanskrit spoken in Vedic times. This archaic

character, both of form and vocabulary, runs through the whole language, and is no doubt

accounted for by geographical position. Orissa has ever been an isolated country

bounded on the east by the ocean, and on the west by the hilly tracts, inhabited by wild

aboriginal tribes and bearing an evil reputation for air and water. On the south, the
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language is Dravidian, and belongs to an altogether different family, while, on the north,

it has seldom had political ties with Bengal.

On the other hand, Orissa has been a conquered nation. For eight centuries it was
subject to the kings of Tilinga, and, in modern times, it was for fifty years under the

sway uf the Bhoslas of Nagpur,1 both of whom left deep impressions of their rule upon

the country. On the language they imposed a number of Telugu and of Marathi words

and idioms, respectively, which still survive. These are, so far as we know, the only

foreign elements which have intruded themselves into Oriya, except the small vocabulary

of English court terms, and a few othor English expressions, which English domination

and education have brought into vogue.3

Oriya is remarkably free from dialectic variation. The well-known saying, which is

true ail over the north of India, that the language changes

every ten koa, does not hold in Orissa. In Orissa proper, i.e.,

in what is known as the Mughalbandl, which consists of the regulation districts of Cuttaek,

Puri, and of the southern half of Balasore, the language is one and the same. Purists

discover deflections from the recognised standard in Balasore and Cuttaek, but these are

very slight, and are merely local peculiarities, which are not worthy of the name of

dialects. Three localities eaoh ,claim to be the places where Oriya is spoken in its greatest

purity, viz., Cuttaek, Khurda in Puri, and Gumsar in the north of Ganjam* Probably

Khurda has the greatest claim to being considered the well of Oriya undefiled. Cuttaek,

especially the town, is to a certain extent affected by Bengalisms, owing to the residence

there of a number of Bengalis who have settled in the district for some generations,3 and

the language of Gumsar is said to be affected by the neighbouring Telugu. Further

south in Ganjam, the language becomes more and more subject to the influence of

the last named language, so that not only is the vocabulary infected, but even the typical

Telugu termination u is added by the uneducated to the genuine Oriya nouns, and the

Telugu pronunciation of ch and/ as if they were is and z respectively is adopted univer-

sally. On the other hand, the Oriya of North Balasore shows signs of being Bengalised,

and, as we cross the boundary between that district and Midnapore, we find at length

almost a new dialect. It is not, however, a true dialect. It is a mechanical mixture of

corrupt Bengali and of corrupt Oriya. A man will begin a sentence in Oriya, drop into

Bengali in its middle, and go back to Oriya at its end. The vocabulary freely borrows

from Bengali, and, in North-West Midnapore, even from the Santali which is spoken by

the aborigines who there live among their Oriya-speaking neighbours. All this time,

however, the language is Oriya in its essence. It has put on strange clothes, like Peter

in the * Tale of a Tub/ but the heart that beats under the strangely embroidered waist-

coat is the same. Nevertheless a person speaking this Midnapore Oriya is often

unintelligible to a man from Puri, and vice versd. According to Babu Monmohan

Chakravarti, this mutual uninteligibility is due, not so much to actual change in the

language as to differences of pronunciation. In Bengali, the accent is thrown back as

* See Beames* Comparative Grammar, \ f 110.

* In the north of Orissa, there is a tendency to use Bengali words and idioms which we do not notioe in the South. The

influence of the Muhammadan languages of Upper India has heen very small in Oriyit-

1 These Bengali settlers in Cnttaek and Balasore have developed a curious jargon of their own, their ancestral

language heing interlarded with Oriya *od Hindi expressions. Owiag to their frequent use of the word harh a corruption

of the Oriyi tort, their speech is vulgarly known as *e>5 Bengali. In former times sales of Orissa estates for arrears of

laud-meiiue were held in Calcutta, and the purchasers were frequently Calcutta Bengalis, who hecame the ancestors of the

preatat-day speakers of this mongrel language, which has in its turn re-acted on the local Oriyff.

8 B
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far as possible, and, to assist this, the succeeding syllables are contracted or slurred over in

pronunciation* The same method of pronunciation is affected by the speakers of

Midnapore Oyiya. In true Oriya, on the other hand, every syllable is distinctly

pronounced, and the accent is put on the penultimate syllable if it is a long one, and

never further back than the antepenultimate. Thus the pure Oriya tankd'e which has

the accent on the penultimate syllable, has that accent transferred to the first syllable

in Midnapore, ail the following syllables being consequently shortened, and the word is

pronounced as if it were tdnke* In Midnapore, too, the written characters are changed.

Sometimes the Oriya character is frankly abandoned, and the language is written

in the Bengali character. At other times, when the Oriya character is used, it is

changed by an angular shape being given to the curved tops which are so indicative

of Oyiya writing.

In the west, in Sambalpur, and the Chhattisgarh Feudatory States, there are also

slight changes of pronunciation, but not to the same extent as in Midnapore. The

pronunciation is said to be ' sharper,* by which it is probably meant that the round sound
of a, which, in pure Oriya, is something like that of the o in hot, is gradually approaching

the flatter sound of the a in America^ whieh is the sound that the vowel has in the

adjoining Chhattisgarhl. On this point, I have, however, no certain information.

In the extreme north-^est, in the Native State of Jashpur, where the Oriya

language is spoken it is mixed with the Bihari spoken in the same State, much as it is

mixed with Bengali in Midnapore.

Finally, we uome upon a genuine dialect of Oriya in the north-east of the Native

8tate of Bastar. The main language of that State is Halbl, which is a dialect of

MaratM. Immediately to its east, the language is Oriya, but in the north-east of the

State the Bhatrl dialect, which is a true dialect of Oriya, forms the connecting link

oetween that language and the Marathi Halbi. It is reported to be spoken by 17,387

people. It is written, not in the Oriya character, but in the Deva-nagari used for

Marathi.

The following account of Oriya literature is taken from Volume I of Mr. Beanies'

Ofiys literature. Comparative Grammar, pages 88 and 89 :—
1 Oyiya literature begins with Upendra-Bhanja, who was a brother of the Kaja of

Gumsar, a petty hill-state in the south of Orissa, which even to the present day is

celebrated as the home of the purest form of the language. This voluminous poet

composed a great number of religious works, many of which are still highly esteemed.

His date is not exactly known, but he is supposed to have lived about three hundred

years ago. I have a list of thirty of his productions, two of which are rhyming

dictionaries, the ^abdamala and Gitabhidana ; the rest are episodes from the ancient

tauranic legends, erotic poems, and panegyrics on various gods. They are stated to be

generally disfigured by gross indecency and childish quibblings about words, endless

repetitions, and all sorts of far-fetched rhetorical puzzles. Dina-krushna Dasa, a poet of

the same age, is the author of the Basakalloja, the most celebrated poem in the

language ; the versification of which is its chief merit, being fluent and graceful.

The subject-matter, however, is obscene, and contains very little that is new or

original. There are also numerous paraphrases of well-known Sanskrit works, such as

Bbagavadgita, Bamayana, Padma Purana, and Lakshml Purana.

* In modern times a few prose works have been composed of considerable merit,

but no originality, being either translations or adaptations from the English o? Bengali.
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The Oriyas are beginning to walce up, but none of them have yet received sufficient

cultivation to make them really good authors. Nor is there much demand for verna*

cular literature—the Oriya seldom reads, and not one man in a hundred can write his

native language without falling into the grossest errors of spelling and grammar at

every turn/

Having completed a rapid survey of the various forms taken by the Ofiya language,

the UfiyS ar#a.
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Pbovincb. Name of District or State-

Brought forward »

Chota Nagpur Tributary States, vis.,—

Totai* for the Lower

Central Provinces

Jashpur (mixed dialect)

Sarai Kala

.

Kharsawan

Oangpmr .

Bonai . •

Provinces of Bengal

Raipur , .

Sambalpur

Chhattisgarh Feudatory

Baigarh . •

Sarangarh

Banxra •

Hairakhol

Bastar (Bliatii Dialect)

Sonpur •

Patna

Kulaliaiuli

I

States

Total for the Central Provinces

Madras

Tout* for Madras

Gatvjam • .

Ganjam Agency

Vizagapatanv •

Vizagapatam Agency

10,000

21,219

8,867

133,915

26,341

Number of

spOiiJeers.

5,862,466

29,000

23,271

78,653

19,367

17,367

187,000

313,000

219,000

GBAND TOTAti for Oriya spoken in the Oriya-spoaking area

200,342

6,062,808

89,200

595,000

916,678

1,600,878

797,132

80,994

27,916

382,685

1,288,727

8,952,4-13

Remakks.

Madras figures are taken
from the Census roport.

As regards tho OriyS of

Vizagapatam proper,

as distinct from the
Agency, it is a corrupt
mixture of Oriyl and
Tel iJgu spoken by
Chachldis and Pakis
scavengers and market-
gardeners, all over the

district.

We liare counted up the number of people who speak Oriya at home, and it now

remains to see how many people speak it abroad. As the returns of this Survey do not

take cognisance of the languages spoken by smalt groups of people who are away from

their homes, wo shall not follow them, hut shall, unless it is otherwise stated, take

instead the figures of the Census of 1891.
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Table showing the number of Speakers of Oriya in places in India other than th*

area in which that Umyuaye is a local vernacular*

I

Province, j
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Linoam Lakshmiji,—A practical Grammar of the Odhra language Calcutta, 1869.
MitLiB, W.,~-An English- Oriya Dictionary. Cuttack, 1873.

Bbooxs, W,—An Oriya and English Dictionary, designed for the use of European and Native Students
and Schools. Cuttack, 1874

Maitbt, T. J,,—A practical Handbook of the Uriya or 6$iya Language. Calcutta, 1874.
HaMiAM, E. C. B.

9-*On'ya Grammar for English Students. Calcutta, 1874.

Hutchihson, C, W.,— Specimens of various vernacular Characters passing through the Tost Office in India.
Calcutta, 1877. Contains specimens of Una handwriting.

Bbowni, J. F.,~An Uriyd Primer in Soman character. London, 1882.

Abtatba^a SATAPAfbi,«—Apabhramiabb'dhini. A Dictionary of Deti words not derived from Sanskrit
Cuttack, 1891.

PeabhIeaba BidyIbatna,—BhSsh&daria. An Oriya Grammar in Oriya. Cuttack, 1893. .

JagahnIth-BIO,—Sarkkhyipta Uthala AbhidhSna. An abridged Uriya Dictionary. Cuttack, 1895.
SrIkbushna MahIfItba and Akshata KumIba GhOsha,—Dvibh&shi. A vocabulary in English and

Oriya,

B.

—

Miscellaneous.

Bbamis, J.,—On the Relationship of Uriyi to the modern Aryan Languages. Proceedings of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal for 1870, p. 192. Remarks on the above by Rajendra Lala Mitra on pp. 201
and ff.

Beambs, J.,— Ttie indigenous Literature of Orissa. Indian Antiquary, Vol. 1, 1872, p. 79.

Beames, J.,—Folklore of Orissa. lb. ibti pp, 168, 211.

Beambs, J.,

—

Notes on the Basa-kalldfa, an ancient Oriya Poem. lb. &., pp. 215, 29&
Beambs, J.f

—^l Oomparative Grammar of the Modern Aryan Languages of India, Threo Vols. London,
1872-79.

Huntib, Sib W. W.,LL,D.,—OrtMa, London, 1872, Appendix ix, Vol. ii, pp. 199 and ff. contains an
account of the Literature of Orissa.

Hoebnle, F. B.,

—

Essays in aid of a comparative Grammar of the Gaurian Languages. Journal of tho

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. xli, Pt. I, 1872,; p. 120 ; xlii, Pt, 1, 1873, p. 59 ; xliii, Pt. I,

1874, p. 22.

Hobbnlb, F. R.,-~.4 Grammar of the Eastern Hindi compared with 0he other Qavfian Languages. London
1880.

Oust, R, N.,—A sketch of the modern Languages of the East Indies. London, 1878.

Monmohan Chakbavabti,-—Notes on the Language and Literature of Orissa. Journal of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, Vol. lxvi, Pt. 1, 1897, p, 317; lxvii, Pt. I, p. 332*
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